
The Case of Islamic Iran:

President KhämeneTs Address

to the 42nd Session

of the U.N. General Assembly
.*

In the Name of God

the Beneficent, the Merciful

OLord, with Thy holy Namel begin and fröm Thee I seek
guidance and support. Mylife and death, my petition, prayer

and praise belong to Thee.I beseech Thee to grant the clarity
and magnetism of the word of Truth to my utterances, and make them
a messenger for the millions of people who passionately thirst after
Truth and for those who shall, in the future, seek it. 0 God Almighty,
my nation and I offer our thankful salutations to the souls of Thy great
prophets, in particular Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad—Thy
peace be upon them-who did their utmost and devoted their lives in
order to spread and immortalize the message of awareness and salvation
of man, and our humble salutations to the pure and enlightened hearts
who obeyed Thy message, especially tö those among them who sacri-

ficed their lives for its sake.

*This speech of Hujjatulisläm Sayyid 'AH Khämene'i, the President of
the Islamic Republic of Iran, was addressed to the U.N. General
Assembly on September 22, 1987, at New York. President Khämene'f
began his speech by first explaining briefly the world-outlook of Islam
on which the System of the Islamic Republic and its policies are based.

He then described the conspiracies and plots hatched by the U.S. in
order to defeat the Revolution and explained how such plots could
never succeed due to the Special character of this revolution, a Divine
phenomenon which derives its strength from the human nature and will
not be defeated by reactionary powers which want to frustrate the Will
of God and stop the march of history. In this speech, he condemned
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Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I come from a country which has been a centre of man's civilization
and culture at some important and critical stages of history and at
present is the setting for a political System based on the same cultural
legacy and tradition now further enriched by an Islamic awakening. I
come here from a land which is the birthplace of the best-known but
least understood revolution in contemporary history, a revolution
founded on the religion of God, and pursuing the path of Divine
prophets and spiritual reformers, a path as long as the history of man-
kind.

Man in the Islamic World-View:

Islam's monotheistic (tawhidi) Weltanschauung is the unshakable
foundation and the philosophical basis of this revolution. The meaning
of man, the interpretation of history, the reading of past, present and
future events, the conception of the material world, the explanation of
the relations that bind man to the external world—the earth, human
beings and objects—man's understanding of his own existence and, in
short, everything that goes into the formation of human society's value-
system to attain its Optimum administration, is rooted in and emanates
from this Divine outlook.

In Islamic thought all existence is the creation of God and an
image of His knowledge and power; the whole universe is attracted tö
Hirn, and man is His creature, superior to others, and His vicegerent
on earth.

By employing his intrinsic talents man can build the world,
created for him, in the most beautiful ways and, flying on the two
wings of faith and knowledge, rise to the highest peaks of spiritual and
material attainment. Conversely, man can create a hell of oppression
and corruption by going astray and wasting and perverting his God-
given potential. The only light illuminating his path is belief in God and

the connivance and complicity of the Security Council with respect to

the Iraqi aggression against Iran, describing the irresponsible and unjust
stances adopted by it since the beginnings of ths imposed war. He

warned the world's peoples and governments of the severe danger posed
by the present international order to humanity and called upon the

peoples and governments of the Third-World countries to unite and

wage a struggle for their rights and for higher values. At the end of his

address, he called upon the peoples of the Third World to seek real
independence from the domination of superpowers, as it is the key to
justice, dignity, prosperity and peace.
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Submission to His commands. The temporal world is a cultivating

ground for the next world, and death is not the end of life but only a

passage to immortality and the beginning of a new existence.

In Islam's Divine thought all mankind are brothers and sisters and

the creatures of the Almighty. There is no discrimination on the basis

of colour, race, or geographical location, and these distinctions do not

make a man or a nation superior to others. Humanity being a

homogeneous mass, racial and geographical characteristics are of no

consequence. An act of aggression against a person is aggression against

humanity.

The feeling of superiority and the effort to achieve monopoly have

set brother against brother,and the blood that flowed has never abated.

The same kind of motives and actions created streams of blood until

seas of blood appeared between those seeking superiority and

domination and the victims of arrogance. In this way peace went out of

man's life.

The prophets invited people to Submission to God, because it

subdues the feeling of ego-centrism and superiority in man and offers

him the purity and tranquility of aparadise on earth, before the eternal

one in heaven. They persuaded man to control his instinct of domina

tion and superiority. They also warned against the wasting of human

Potential and slipping into the mire of moral corruption. They opened

fountains of virtuousness, honesty, love, work, initiative, knowledge and

consciousness. They stressed the love of Göd and His blessing of people,

which are man's only insurance against perversion and a guarantee for

the Sublimation of his soul.

They taught man to use his power to safeguard these values, to

block the way of the intruding satans of corruption and perversion, to

fight ignorance and slavery, to safeguard knowledge, justice and free-

dom. They taught him neither to oppress nor let others oppress him;

they told him to rise in defence of equity and justice and not to give

evil a chance. They also told him that surrendering to enemies of

human merit, justice and virtue only results in the destruction of these

values and amounts to acquiescence to evil, oppression and corruption.

In Islam's Divine thought the Din (Law) of God is not only the

crown of man's virtue but the very form and substance of life itself.

Religion offers man a complete social System, not merely some forms

of worship and rites, even though worship and rituals also carry the

spirit of life and serve the same System. The social System is based on

the same world-outlook. Freedom and liberty, equality of people, social

justice, awareness in individuals, combating corruption and perversion,

preference of human ideals tö individual desires, constant remembrance

of God, rejection of satanic dominations, as well as personal mörality

and social ethics and occupational and political conscientiousness, are
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one and all inspired by the same universal interpretation of the world
and man. Islam rejects as Unmoral aU Systems founded on force,
oppression, ignorance, suppression, tyranny, and humiliatxon of man
through discrimination based on race, nation, blood and language; lt
commands the faithful to approach aU mankind, co-religionist or not,
with love, affection and support-all except those determined to fight
the Islamic order, who must be faced resolutely.

The Objectives and Character of the Islamic Revolution:

It was on such bases and objectives that an Islamic revolution
emerged in Iran and laid the foundations of an Islamic republic. Many
analysts have searched for the roots of the Islamic revolution of
February 1979 and many of them have failed to understand it correct-
ly. In our opinion this great event was partly a consequence of the
inadequacy of the existing Systems in the world and the vacuity and
hypocrisyof the slogans of democracy and equality in these Systems,
Islam was able once again to shine in this disquieting darkness through
the dense mists of distortions and misconceptions thrown up to hide its
face for many centuries. The sun of Islam shone on Iran, and brought
about a revolutionär storm. It is expected to shine on many other
parts of the world; we should wait and see. But, despite earfuls of
adverse Propaganda, the awakening of Muslims in many Islamic
countries is not an offspring of Iran's Islamic revolution; they are

siblings. .
Iran is located in one of the most sensitive regions of Strategie

importance. It has a background of science and eulture and abounds in
natural resources. The Islamic revolution in Iran was staged against a
regime that had put all these at the Service of the world's imperialist
powers, particularly the United States of America, for almost a quarter
of a Century. Nobody needed the human and material resources öf Iran
more than the Iranian people, but they were denied them. The former
regime's Claims of progress and modernity were hollow,but the West's
Propaganda machine, especially its Zionist component, kept publicizing

them. It was such a regime that the Islamic Revolution toppled, setting
forth its own significant goals. Nine years have since passed, yet it is
still feit that much has to be said to make things clear. The fact is that
in the case of our revolution and our Standpoints and principles much
more than an ordinary measure of uninformed opinion and malicious

talk have been heard.
I shall try to shed light on certain speeifie aspects which give an

exceptional character to this revolution. I shall end my Statement with

a brief message.
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Blood Ouercomes the Sword:
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sword. ,
The doctrine of 'blood

A Revolution Inspired by Faith:
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God in all spheres of our individual and social life. The dominant behef
in the world today is that no political movement in the contemporary
world may survive without reliance on one of the power blocs. There
may be a difference of emphasis about this but there seems to be no
argument about the soundness of this dogma. Even those who endorse
non-reliance or non-alignment on an ideological basis consider it
pragmatic or workable. In such an atmosphere our revolution has
offered a new philosophy and followed it most faithfully. Our revolu
tion has proved that the imperialist powers can be ignored, that their
bullying tactics can be resisted and their blackmailing may not be
effective, provided that there is belief in a power much more powerful
than all material powers: belief in God Almighty.

We know quite well that we have to pay a heavy price for this
belief and this struggle and we are prepared for it.

Let this experience illuminate the path of nations to true

independence and total rejection of the hegemony of big powers; for
the present division of power threatens humanity with a more bitter

future.

Plots and Conspiracies Against the Revolution:

4 There is another pecularity of our revolution: it had to bear
with an incredible amount of hostility and suffer many an unusual
assault. Certainly no revolution is safe from the counter-strikes of the
dominating power system, but the variety, the depth and the enormity
of the enmities and the savage anger unleashed against us for the last y

years make an exceptional and absorbing tale.
The Revolution had not yet triumphed when hostihties, mostly by

the United States, started to chaUenge it. Some exofficials, whom the
Dassase of time has allowed to reveal secrets, now confess that in the

last months of the Shah's tyrannical regime the U:.S• «Ari"*^. <^
President and his national security adviser tried to hearten the Shah by
encouraging him to be «more decisive». The meaning of "decisivene^
was later explained by the Statements of one General Huyser who had
Tome to Tehran as the Special envoy of the IJ.S. President In his view,
and according to the advice given him, the Shah's regime had to be safe-
guarded even if this resulted in the slaughtering of tens of thousands of

Md his incredible justification was: «It would be better than
having to kül several times more people later" It never occurred to the
uTfuthorities that it is also possible not to shed the blood of ens of
thousands of people, or to avoid shedding the blood of several times
mo"e people later by putting an end to U.S. interference m the internal
affairs ofIran!
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Hä2ä*ääs

^Hans of military coup d'etats-the traditional Woody response of

TcTnage of mSlLs would have materialized-perhaps more than once.

War, the Culmination of Imperialist Hostility:
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assurinß it all sorts of assistance and support.

™oday, after some seven years of war it is qmte clea,: to all that

SS3s?rSä35s5£s3s?rSä35s5£
RepuS TheÄ?5. carried out with some 10 divisions and
hundreds of fighter-bombers; the attack came on land, from air and
La The e wereg also such expansionist goals as annexing a province o
Sn-TometWng which has recurringly been confessed to in the Iraqi
Dre^S well as in non-Iraqi mercenary media. The Iraqis have more
oftfnThan would be expe?ted, declared both these goals openly and

reV^ranticÄni a reward for this invasion, apart from stabiliz-
ing ÄerndsLation, to emerge as the dominant powerg«*£**
nt wen the Arab world. This would have been a big thmg for the non
enS mUng^ Iral Access to a considerable coasthne m the very
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tates In case of our defeat the circumstances would be back to
«lormAorihe UnUed States, and some others, and the same old play
of oolitical and economic influence would be put on again.

P We were first taken by surprise, we should admit Our preoccupa-
tion vdth Tnnumerable internal Problems of the Revolution and our
lack of sufficient experience made the invasion possible- but the
specific chaVacter of this revolution came to our rescue. Within a few
months the heroic, miraculous efforts and sacrifices of our people and
7e armel fortls ^ceeded in liberatinga large part of the occupied
te«Ses Nevertheless, the disastrous effects of this invasion escape
de™?Si.7ro%erous cities such as Abadan, Khorramshahr, Hovaizeh
and Qasre-Shirin were razed to the ground; just the small city of Dezful
was hitby some 173 ground-to-ground midies; not everi a broken waU
remained of a great number of viUages which once bustled with life,
Sries were turned into confused piles of metallic rubble; many a
SeenTim wasturned into desolateland; invaluable cultural monuments
were Sously damaged; and, most important of all, a great number of
innocent people lost their precious hves. ^jm««i .«,«•

War crimes such as savage attacks against cmhan, residential areas,
the merciless massacre of thousands of defenceless women and children;
the SgTaptive of passengers and travellers on the roads in occupied
erritories, during the first weeks of the war;violations of international
coCn ioks and regulations, such as the use of chemical weapons,<nt a
krglscale, aerial attacks against commercial ships, cmhan auccrafts and
naienger aeroplanes and trains-these are some examples of the
Sknown yef continuing acts of the Iraqi regime m the course of
this war.

Punishment of Aggressors, the Basis ofPeaee and Secunty:

After the initial war effort, when the people of Iran had time to
think over and sum up the events, they realized a veryfbltte4rQt^uth:wt^e
fact that security based on the promises and commitments of a war-
mongering aggressor cannot be relied upon; to trust such a security is

TttÄ the Iraqi regime had. pubücly announced that ta
agreement with the Iranian government in i975-^"^^
Agreement-was signed at a time when Iraq was weak and therefore it
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! was not binding or valid any more! He tore a copy of the agreement into
| pieces and invaded Iran after a few days.

This was a bitter but enlightening lesson for the Iranian nation
*rom that moment our awakened, revolutionary people made a deci-
sion and set a clear objective before themselves. They decided not only

| to liberate the occupied territories and ask for war compensation-
| to both of which they are legitimately entitled, and despite the fact
j that a great part of the damages could not be compensated-but to
j punish and remove the aggressor as a more important goal.
! By proposing the punishment of the aggressor we have not only

sought a secure base for our national security but have also sought to
ensure security and stabüity throughout the region. If an aggressor is
once punished for its aggression by the family of nations we can rest
assured that the motive for aggression-which is always found in evil

,• and opportunistic elements-^ül be suppressed for many years to come
! and our region, and perhaps the whole world, wül not have to suffer the
I catastrophic consequences of unprovoked, aggressive wars.

, The Nuremberg Trials have guaranteed some 40 years of peace and
security for the war-addicted European states. Why should we discard
the experience of Nuremberg? fc

When thousands of square kilometres of our country were under
occupation, the big powers, exploiting their powerful means of
Propaganda, put us under great pressure to accept cease-fire in return for
the formation of a committee that would arrange for the invader to
return to international borders! This would have meant that we should
have left part of our existence, honour and dignity under the enemy's
feet, going around to beg the attention of this or that international
committee in the hope of regaining our integrity! There could be
no bigger insult to the intelligence of a proud revolutionary nation. The
least informed of persons in the world have in front of their eyes the
lessons of the bloody tragedy of the Palestinian people in order to
reject such unfair proposals. If imposed cease-fire and deceitful and
empty promises could restore the legitimate and obvious rights of the
Palestinian nation, they would also help others to secure theirs.

In our case, even today, when we have liberated the greater part of
the occupied lands through the heroic efforts of our people and at the
cost of their precious blood-while some parts such as Naft-Shahr are
still under enemy occupation—we believe that our most important task
is to punish the aggressor. And today when we look back at the
irrecoverable cost of this imposed war, we value it more than ever and
believe that without punishing the aggressor any other achievement
would amount to a loss for our people. As a nation which has borne the
bürden of a seven-year war, we long for peace more than anybody eise-
but we believe that peace, a lasting peace, can only be established in the
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light of punishing an aggressor who has constantly added many more

offences to the original crime of aggression since he started the war.
Today, as in 1975, Iraq is once again in a weak Position and

everyone knows this. The kind of peace acceptable to the Iraqi regime

today would, after a few years, whenever it imagines itself to be in a

strong position, evaporate in a moment and another war would engulf
the region. The only guarantee for the future is the punishment of the

aggressor.

Justice, Superior to Peace:

Peace is, without doubt, a beautiful and appealing word. This is so
true that even the biggest international war-mongers and the producers

of weapons for global destruction flirt with it and love it hypocritically.
But, in our opinion, justice, a word that the powerful and the oppres-

sors regard with fearful caution, is even more important and

paramount.

The number of those who have sacrificed their weifare, their peace

and their lives to secure justice isa not small. These people are always

recognized as great heroes. The eitles of Europe still take pride in their
resistance against Hitler's aggression and Leningrad still takes pride in

burning itself, which astonished and disappointed Napoleon's army, and

for a four-year resistance when besieged by the Nazi invaders.

The United Nations Organization,in particular, has the Obligation,

aecording to the very first article of its Charter, to secure justice in the

speeifie form of taking measures against acts of aggression. And this is

all that we expect from the world and from the United Nations.

The big powers have hypocritically named the war imposed on us

a "meaningless war" but, at the same time, they have consistently

supported the initiator and aggressor of this war politically, militarily

and economically.
There is no doubt that starting such wars is always meaningless,

but as long as the aggressor was still hoping to achieve his evil aims they

never called it that!

Exploding International Myths:

Today, however, this war is very meaningful for our people: self-

less, heroie effort to eradicate aggression and to prove that nations have

the power, in the face of the will of the big powers, to defend their
revolution, their stability and their integrity. Our nation, through a

great deal of sacrifice, is engaged in exploding a myth that has always

resulted in aggression and war: the coneept that reliance on advanced
weapons and support of the big powers is a guarantee of success.
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A World-wide Silence:

In the last seven years the Iranian people have searched for the

answer to an important question. Today I want to raise this question
here from this rostrum. Why have all those governments who know very

clearly that it was the regime of Iraq that started the war and initiated
aggression—and there is no scarcity of those who know this—chosen tö
remain silent vis-a-vis this great international crime?And why have the
world mass media tended to ignore their responsibility towards the

conscience of mankind and the Interpellation of history in this case?
Perhaps the key to the solution of this problem lies in the particular,

political relatiönships in our world today and the distorted topography
created by the domination of the big powers in international relations.

However, this fact is not hidden from our people.

But the question to which no convincing answer may be found is
this: Why did the U.N. Security Council, as an organ that was primarily
created to safeguard international security and counteract aggression,
totally ignore its obligations and even acted in defiance of its duty?

I think everyone knows that the Seöurity Council did not show
any reaction when Iraq invaded Iran along a one-thousand-kilometre

front. The Iraqi army overran international borders in only a week, and
established itself at points ranging from 70 to 90 kilometres deep inside
Iran. Some Iraqi officials announced that their army intended to stay

there for ever!

A Deplorable Resolution:

It was only after the completion of this invasion that the Security
Council issued its first resolution of 28 September, 1980. This resolu-
tion mentioned neither any aggression or occupation, nor made a
request for returning tö international borders but, astonishingly
enough, it called on both the parties not to resort to force any further!
What this really meant was a total connivance to whatever areas Iraq
had occupied by then,and a request to the Iraqi army not to advance
further. And as far as Iran was concerned, it called on our people to

stop fighting against the aggressor!
This was the very first measure by the Security Council in which

all its principal obligations of safeguarding international peace and
security were trampled upon by itself in an ugly and deplorable manner.

After that a deadly silence feil upon the Security Council for a
long time, that is, up to the liberation of Khorramshahr through a
military Operation that broke the back of the occupation army and
resulted in the humiliating capture of thousands of enemy soldiers and
officers. Yet, up to this time, the Security Council had completely
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forgotten about a bloody, continuing war which headed the inter

national news-bulletins every day!
In the meanwhile, the heroic effort of our people and the

formation of our combat forces forboded the emergence of a youth-

ful, revolutionary power and its decisive presence in the region. This

had made the big powers totally despair of achieving the vicious aims

that lay behind the Iraqi aggression.

Thus the Security Council suddenly remembered the Iran-Iraq war

again. A few weeks after the liberation of Khorramshahr,the Security

Councils second resolution dated 12 July 1982 was issued. Now the

Security Council had called for "a return to international borders".

What it requested had been already achieved! Our heroic people and

selfless and valiant combatants had by then liberated the greater part of

the occupied lands. This resolution, too, had many conspicuous

omissions: no reference to aggression; no mention of the aggressor;

nothing about destruction, damages or any compensations; no

guarantee for real security and stability, and not a word about
punishing the agent of insecurity; the resolution had chosen to be silent

about all these vital points.

Therefore, once again, we found ourselves quite alone in restoring

our legitimate rights. And I must inform you that the Security

Council's stance in relation to the war that was imposed on us has not

changed up to this moment.

Of course the Secretary GeneraPs independent initiatives went

some way to help the United Nations in the realization of its objectives;

but his good Offices were not appreciated. I ought to, however, register

a thankful note here for his efforts and his good office. It would also be

appropriate to remember the good name of the late Swedish Prime

Minister, Mr. Olaf Palme, who, as the Special representative of the

Secretary General, sympathetically tried to help.

(The Secretary General's visit to Tehran and the talks about

Resolution 598 were also a step in that direction. We evaluate those

talks—as reflected in the Secretary General's report to the Security

Council—as realistic and useful for breaking the deadlock.

Regrettably, it is feit that some influential members of the

Security Council are inclined to conceal this fact. They are the same
ones who directed their efforts to the passing of this resolution in order

to bring pressure upon the Islamic Republic. We have communicated

our viewpoints in this regard in unambiguous terms to the Secretary

General. We expect that the Security Council, in accordance with its

responsibilities, will study the alternatives conveyed to him.)
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Security Council and the World Peace:

Has the Security Council anything to say for the infringement of

its primary Obligation to take measures against acts of aggression,

which, as stated in the First Chapter of the Charter, are its most

important objective? What pressures has the Security Council brought

about on Iraq in relation to its "threatening peace", "breach of peace"

and "resort to force", as stated in Chapter 7?

Impartiality is the least that the Islamic Republic of Iran, a victim

of a bloody, devastating aggression, could expect from the Security

Council, because we all know that the Councils Obligation is to take

measures against acts of aggression and to support the victim of

aggression, rather than remaining neutral between the aggressor and the

victim. But could the Security Council even claim that it has behaved

impartially in this case?

Our feeling is that the Security Council has been pushed into this

embarrassing and condemnable position under the influence of some

big powers, particularly the United States. Therefore, öne may say that
the foundations of the security supported by such a Security Council is

nothing but a pretty house of Cards. The nations of the world,

especially the peoples of the Third World, who wish to remain

independent of the superpowers, may never have their security

guaranteed by such a Security Council.

The fact that Iraq was never condemned for aggression has not

only helped keep the imposed war going but also fanned its flames.

And now, with the U.S. presence in the region—and the presence

of other countries, who have followed as a result of the Arch-Satan's

insistence and pressures^the Persian Gulf has turned into a dangerous

powder-keg.

(I consider it essential to draw the attention of the U.N. General

Assembly and the people of America to a great imminent danger—

which threateris not orüy the Persian Gulf region but also the entire

world—created by the U.S. regime with its recent move in the Persian

Gulf. U.S. warships yesterday attacked an Iranian commercial ship, the

Iran Ajr, killing five persons and wounding four others. They seized the

ship and took several persons as hostages. A U.S. television network

televized this yesterday, commenting that the Iranian boat had been hit

by the U.S. while laying mines. This, as usual, was a blatant lie aimed

to mislead world opinion.

I hereby proclaim that this was a commercial ship named Iran Ajr,

not a military speedboat. This incident marks the beginning of aseries

whose ramifications, undoubtedly, will not be confined to the Persian

Gulf, and the U.S., as the one to initiate them, will be responsible for

all the consequences.
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Should we believe the apparent enthusiasm of the U.S. for peace

in the Persian Gulf,or this open act of war-mongering? Let it be clear

that this atrocity of the U.S. shall not go without a response.)

This is only one of the evil consequences of the imposed war and a

direct result of the Security Council's inability to take proper measures

against the Iraqi aggression. Had the Security Council condemned Iraq

for starting the war, and later, for starting the so-called war of the

cities, and still later, for attacking ships, today the United States would

not dare threaten international peace and security so openly in spite of

the world public opinion—even the public opinion inside the U.S.—and

so immediately after the adoption of Resolution 598, for whose prepa-

ration and adoption the United States had played a key role.

Was Resolution 598 only adopted to put pressure on the Islamic

Republic of Iran?

I must here announce to the world and especially to the great

people of the United States that the intimidating military presence of

the United States in the Persian Gulf is yet another clear manifestation

of the U.S. regime's hostility towards the Iranian people.

U.S. Atrocities Against Iran:

An entire chapter of our history—a bitter, black and bloody

chapter—is saturated with the enmity and vengeful hostility of the U.S.

regime towards our nation: some 25 years of support for the Pahlavi

butcher and dictator; complicity in all the crimes of the Shah against

our people; participation in plundering the wealth of the nation; serious

confrontation with our revolution in the last months of the Shah's

regime; persuading the dictator to suppress the millions-strong

demonstrations of our people; employing all sorts of means and devices

to obstruct the path of the Revolution in the early years of our victory;

the constant, provocative contacts of the U.S. embassy in Tehran with

counter-revolutionary elements; continuous help and assistance to

terrorists and counter-revolution outside Iran; freezing of our people's

assets and property; non-deliverance of commodities that had been

already paid for; non-payment of assets taken from the public treasury

by the Shah and deposited in his own name in American banks; efforts

for an economic blockade of Iran and the formation of a united Western

front against our people; flagrant and effective support of Iraq in its

war against us; and now the bullying and illogical tactic of throwing an

American armada into the Persian Gulf and seriously endangering the

peace and security of the region.

These are part of our nation's indictment against the United States

administration, an indictment that brings under question all American

Claims of peace-loving and all Statements by American leaders declaring
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their good intentions towards the Islamic Repuhlic, which are apparent-

ly meant for internal consumption.

The latest in the long list of American hostilities towards our

nation was the bloody massacre of innocent, defenceless pilgrims at

Mecca in the holy sanctuary of God at the hands of the Saudi regime

where some 400 Iranian and non-Iranian pilgrims, mostly women, were

martyred and a greater number were beaten, injured or maimed. There

are certain indications that the United States played an influential part

in this unprecedented, historical monstrosity.

Do the United States administration and its Saudi stooges have

any convincing explanation for the slaughtering öf so many innocent

men and women?

Undoubtedly the culprits will try to justify their evil actions with

some sort of excu^es and allegations, but the nature of the carnage,

with some 400 dead visitors, mostly women, on the one side and the

local police armed with machine-guns, clubs and poison gas on the

other, does not leave any room for a pretext.

Although innocent blood shed unjustly at the hands of merciless

tyrants will carry its clear message with it, not only for today but for all

times, and will reveal the blood-stained hands of the butchers, the Mecca

incident also demonstrates the coordination between the United States

and the Arab reactionaries and unveils the secret coöperation of these

two in the Persian Gulf region. This gives the incident an international

dimension which must be carefully considered by international forums.

I must emphasize here that this indictment is directed against the

leaders of the United States5 regime and not against the American

people who, had they been aware of what their governments have done

against another nation, would certainly endorse our indictment.

Our people have shöwn that they have convinced faith in their

goals and are ready to defend them at the cost of their lives.
Such a nation has no fear of the United States or any other pöwer,

and, with the help of God, it will prove that victory belongs to Truth

and the believers in Truth.

The Message of the Islamic Revolution:

Mr. President, Mr. Secretary General, Ladies and Gentlemen,

This was the story of our revolution. This revolution raised great

hopes for nations who suffered from the oppression of the imperialist
powers. Equally, it provöked the violent hostility of the big pöwers

who seek to döminate the world. Yet this storm of Opposition could
not feil the young tree of this revolution because of its very deep roots.

The tree has gröwn fast but it had to withstand very violent and

damaging winds.
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The Revolution^ Suruival, a Historical Necessity:

And now the whole world is witness that the Revolution is still

alive despite the Opposition of the big powers, and it shall certainly

survive. Its survival is ensured by the Divine laws active in history, and

it could not be otherwise. And this is our most vital and articulate

message.

The System of domination [i.e., the world order based on the

mythical right of the big powers to dominate other nations] had

relentlessly tried to prove the contrary so as to make the nations of the

Third World believe that their fate is decided by the will of the big

powers. We have rejected and repudiated it. There is no doubt that the

system of world domination did not wish the Islamic Republic to

survive, but our will overcame*

Our message to all nations and governments who wish to remain

independent and ignore the wishes of the big powers is to rely on their

own people without any fear.

Negation of Superpowers' Domination:

The message of our revolution remains what it was: the rejection

of the doctrine of domination. Today our world is in fact divided

among the big, imperialist powers; they believe that they are the

masters and owners of the world. In other words,the world is divided

into the dominant and the dominated, and the dominant decide the fate

of the dominated. The System of world domination Stands on the props

of inequitable relations between the two parts.

The System of world domination arbitrarily rejects revolutions and

creates Problems for revolutionary regimes. Revolutionary Nicaragua

and the revolutionary countries of southern Africa are a few living

examples.

The System of world domination decides for peoples against their

will. The oppressed Palestinian nation is a perfect case and Afghanistan

is another. The System of world domination fiddles with human ideas

and concepts, changes and distorts them at will and tries to inject the

distorted meanings into people's minds; terrorism and human rights are

two such manipulated concepts.

The system of world domination is insolent enough to openly and

directly invade such countries as have aroused its anger; the U.S. attack

on Libya and its invasion of Granada are two recent examples.

The System of world domination makes decisions for the whole

world and all nations; yesterday it was Hiroshima, and today the

President of the United States is proud of the atrocious behaviour of

his predecessors and even argues that if they did not kill those several
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thousands, more people would have been küled throughout the world!
Indeed?the President of the United States should haye a soft spot m his
heart for aU mankind; is he not the godfather of mankmd.'

The System of domination supports Fascist and racist regimes,

such as the ones in Israel and South Africa, and employs them as blood-
thirsty, armed agents to bully the oppressednatio^ns; Muslim Lebanon,
patiently resisting the criminal aggressions of the Zionists, and the Afn-
can Front-line States are goöd examples.

The system of world domination considers that lt has the nght to
put pressure on international organizations; the Security Council and
the UNESCO are living examples. .

The system of world domination believes that its own interests are
absolute and the interests of others are non-existent. A good example
of this is the dangerous, peace-threatening presence of Americar,t battle;
ships in the Persian Gulf, which have come to "defend U.S interests
and with complete disregard for the interests of the countnes of the

ine system of world domination has, above all, the Propaganda
machine and the mass media of the world in its hands, distorts all facts
and gives a humane appearance to its satanic behaviour, and in this way
evades confrontation with the world public opmion. _

We beüeve that the nations and governments of the Third World, as
well as the peoples of the dominant countries, should not tolerate this
evil order of things. The big powers must be told to go back home and
kave the affairs of the world to its peoples. We must teil them: you are

not anybody's guardian!

Towards an Effective U.N.O.:

In the United Nations Organization there are two forms of
unjustified discrimination: the right of veto and permanentmembership
in the Security Council; these must be removed. And their removal
would indeed turn the United Nations into a truly populär organization
m which all Problems may be solved. Otherwise the Secuny Council
wül remain, as it is today, a body for issuing worthless and meffective
Tders. And the peoples of the world wül continue to think that there is
no pScelor settling international Problems and that the only option
left is to use violence.

Strength Through Unity:

Under these circumstances our message to the governments of the
Third World is to unite with one another as long as the system of
domination remains. This is the only way to become stronger. ihe
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powers dominating our world do not value anything but power, and we
must speak with them in the only language they understand: the

language of strength.

The awakening of peoples and their awareness of the nature and

role of the System of domination is the greatest supportfor theThird-
World governments and a source of real strength to resist the dominat
ing powers. The leaders of these governments will have nobody to help
them except the will, the power and the aware minds of their own

peoples. . ,
The union we propose to the Third-World countnes is not a pact

for fighting the big powers; it wili be a union for our own defence and
the prevention of the Usurpation of our legitimate rights.

Corruption and the Present World Order:

The dominating powers are also the biggest agents of dissemination
and justification of all kinds of corruption: moral, sexual, and
ideological. The political and economic motives of the big powers as
well as their perpetual craze for espionage are the real prime mover of
all the various forms of corruption. And the fact is that in our world
today, which includes the nations of the big powers, moral values have
been eroded; the foundation of the family has been weakened,
alcoholism and addiction to drugs have become rampant, and spmtual-
ity and morality have become less appealing than ever before.

We must start a serious campaign against corruption in our own

countries. We must strengthen the foundation of the family and make
this essential and foremost school of man a home of affection,
sincerity, love and spirituality. We must safeguard the rights and values
pertaining to women. On this last issue, we must revise all the Standards
that were created by the System of domination, in order to liberate
women from the humiliation of being 'sex objects', an indignity that the
dominant Western culture has in practice imposed on them. Women as
scientists, politicians, directors and managers, life partners and mothers
must be welcome but their exploitation as objects for pleasure, enter-
tainment and commercials should stop. This will help restore the
dignity and personality of half of humanity and reestablish the lasting

and holy foundation of the family.
These are some of the messages of our revolution, not only for

those eager to listen but also for those who can overcome the barriers
to hearing the word of truth and have the courage to judge with justice.

Wassaläm
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